https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LC2aIzpvLg
HAIR:
One elastic the same color as hair
bobby pins
hairnet same color as hair
hairspray
1: Put hair in ponytail (while wet is easiest). The ponytail is an extension of the jawline line.
2: twist ponytail and wrap around elastic. Pin hair as you wrap. (for longer or thicker hair I suggest
putting the ponytail in 2 sections)
3: wrap hairnet around hair until there is no hairnet left. Flatten and arrange bun and then bobby pin
hairnet down.
4: hairspray all hair wisps back.

MAKE UP:
Liquid or powder base
light brown eyeshadow
dark brown eyeshadow
white eye shadow
mascara
dark pink to red blush
red lipstick (or gloss for young girls)
*optional* eye liner/ fake eyelashes
step 1: liquid or powder base.
(liquid first with powder over sets make-up and helps it last longer). Be sure to apply all over face, up
into hairline and down into neck
step 2: base eye shadow
light brown/gold/nude color all over lid
step 3: dark brown eye shadow
in the crease of eye create the number 7. Go across the crease and down to the corner of the eye.
*optional for fair skinned dancers* Step 4: eyebrows
Step 5: highlighter
using a light white eye shadow highlight under the brows and the inside corner of dancer’s eye.
*optional for dancers under 11* step 6: eyeliner:
on top eyelid across the whole lash line. On bottom eyelid start at center and go out to corner.
Step 7: mascara
have dancer blink to apply mascara on top lashes
Step 8: blush
two fingers down from eye and one thumb in from nose. Recreating the number 7 just like on the eyes.
Try to stay away from the apples of cheeks and make sure to go all the way to hair line.
Step 9: lipstick
*for dancers 8 and under a dark pink to red lip gloss is also acceptable.*
for dancers over 11 lining lips with lip pencil, that is the same color as lipstick, will set your lipstick and
make it last longer
*For Dancers 11 or older*Step 10: lashes

